TEXTBOOKS AND LAPTOPS FOR STUDENTS

THERE ARE A LIMITED NUMBER OF ITEMS
ALL ITEMS ARE FIRST COME FIRST SERVE

THE LEONARD S. WASHINGTON MEMORIAL LIBRARY WILL BE LENDING TEXTBOOKS TO STUDENTS ENROLLED IN THE FOLLOWING COURSES

Textbooks
- BIO 105/106 (101N/102N)*
- BIO 124/125 (103N/104N)*
- ENG 111 (101N)
- FIAR 101
- HIST 103/104 (101N/102N)*
- MATH 151

Textbooks
- MATH 161*
- MUSC 101
- PHYS 101 (102N)
- POLI 110
- PSYC 210 (201N)
- SPAN 101 (101N)

Laptops
- GOOGLE CHROMEBOOK*
- DELL LATITUDE
- DELL NETBOOK

*OLDER EDITION AND COMPUTER SPECIFICATIONS PLEASE CHECK WITH INSTRUCTOR

STUDENTS MUST FILL OUT THE ONLINE APPLICATION AND SUBMIT THE FOLLOWING:

- STUDENT ID
- GOVERNMENT ID
- COPY OF CLASS SCHEDULE
- FINANCIAL AID AWARD LETTER

QUESTIONS? CONTACT: LSWM LIBRARY CIRCULATION DESK
504-286-5225 | LIBRARY@SUNO.EDU
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